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NEWS BRIEFS 
Peace returns as Atlanta 
students take exams 
ATLANTA (AP) - College 
students began taking exams 
Monday despite calls for a boy- 
cott that followed violent dem- 
onstrations over the Rodney 
King verdict. Civic leaders 
promised a unified effort to heal 
racial divisions. 
Police said their presence 
near the six-college Atlanta 
University Center was being 
cut back to normal levels. 
Violence and looting 
erupted in Atlanta last week 
after a student-organized 
demonstration protesting the 
acquittal of four white Los An- 
geles police officers in the 
beating of King, who is black. 
Police and Mayor Maynard 
Jackson blamed lawless groups 
who joined the demonstrators. 
Georgians sign-up to put Ross 
Perot on ballot 
ATLANTA (AP) - Thou- 
sands of Georgians signed peti- 
tions to put Texas billionaire 
Ross Perot on the state's presi- 
dential ballot, but few had solid 
perceptions of the man they 
wanted in the race. 
Many said they just like 
the image of the rags-to-riches 
billionaire and the stories of 
how he organized a rescue 
mission for his employees held 
hostage in Iran. 
'They seem to have a lot of 
confidence in what he has ac- 
complished personally and how 
that might carryover," said 
Nisbet Kendrick, Perot's Geor- 
gia coordinator. 
Joseph Paulk, 37, said he 
signed because he's tired of lis- 
tening to candidates like 
President Bush and Arkansas 
Gov. Bill Clinton, "who will say 
anything to get elected." 
Organizers of the two-day 
petition drive were still tally- 
ing the signatures from across 
the state Sunday, but said at 
least 25,000 people signed up 
in the Atlanta area. 
The group has until mid- 
July to collect 30,000 signatures 
to put Perot on the Nov. 3 bal- 
lot. 
Kendrick said he wants 
60,000 because many signa- 
tures probably will be thrown 
out for technical reasons. 
Study on black colleges 
released 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Historically black colleges 
shoulder too much of the weight 
of educatingblack students, and 
predominantly white institu- 
tions should do more, says the 
publisher of an educational 
newsletter. 
"Ultimately, we're talking 
about accountability," said 
Frank Matthews, whose bi- 
weekly Black Issues in Higher 
Education published a study 
ranking the 100 institutions 
awarding degrees to blacks. 
Of the 20 colleges and uni- 
versities that awarded the 
largest number of baccalaure- 
ates to blacks, in 30 disciplines 
in the 1988-89 school year, only 
three were predominantly 
white schools, according to the 
study. It was conducted by 
Victor Borden, director of insti- 
tutional research at George 
Mason University in Virginia. 
Two Atlanta schools were 
amongthoseleadingthe nation 
in degrees awarded to blacks in 
certain categories. Clark At- 
lanta University was tops in 
doctorates going to blacks, and 
Spelman College led in blacks 
awarded undergraduate de- 
grees in English. Both are part 
of the Atlanta University Cen- 
ter. 
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Student attacked at apartment 
Assault occurred during one of four burglaries at In-the-Pines 
By Misty McPherson 
News Editor 
A female GSU student was 
attacked during a series of 
burglaries at The Pines this 
past Thursday and Friday, ac- 
cording to the Buddy Peaster, 
captain in charge of 
investigators. 
Three of the apartments 
that were burglarized were 
unlocked and the fourth, where 
the attack occurred, may have 
also been unlocked, Peaster 
said. 
The suspect is described as a 
black male, college age, around 
5 feet 10 to 6 feet tall, stocky 
'There had been rumors that someone had 
the master key, but we don't think that's true...I 
teel like one of the things residents can do is 
make sure doors are locked." 
-Buddy Peaster, Captain in charge of Investigators, GSU 
Police department 
build with closely shaven hair. 
The student said she first 
noticed the intruder on his 
hands and knees beside her 
bed. 
"I didn't want him to notice I 
noticed he was there," she said. 
"I was scared. I didn't know 
what he would do to me." 
The  student  said  she  re- 
mained still in bed for 15 min- 
utes before she was attacked 
and thrown on the floor. 
Neighbors heard her 
screams and notified the GSU 
Police Department. 
She reported no physical 
harm, except for soreness the 
day after. 
"There  had  been  rumors 
that someone had the master 
key, but we don't think that's 
true," Peaster said. 
A car key, reported to be 
worth $5, was taken from one 
apartment. A purse, estimated 
worth $37 plus contents and $5 
cash was reported taken from 
another apartment and a 
watch and Wallet were taken 
from a third apartment. 
Nothing was reported stolen 
from the apartment where the 
attack occurred. 
Peaster said they have no 
definite suspects, but they are 
checking into leads. The GSU 
Police are working closely with 
the Statesboro Police 
Department and the Sheriffs 
Department in case there is 
any connection between the 
Pines incidents, a reported 
rape at the Collegiate on April 
30 and a sexual assault at 
Campus Courtyard on 
Saturday. 
"I feel like one of the things 
residents can do is make sure 
doors are locked," Peaster said. 
"If you see anything suspicious 
— call us. We have increased 
patrol in that area. 
"We are trying to be sensi- 
tive to calls in that area. We 
try to cater to students' needs 
for the feeling of security." 
Accident with patrol car kills student 
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Groups of students, faculty members and others paused during the week to read, transcribe or photograph this banner which was 
placed on the wall of the Foy Fine Arts Building sometime Monday morning. (Photo by Randy Trujillo) 
Student makes statement on racism 
By Doug Gross 
Assistant News Editor 
As rioting in Los Angeles 
died down Monday morning, a 
GSU student made his own, 
non-violent protest of the 
Rodney King verdict, placing a 
banner calling for racial unity 
on the Union side wall of the 
Foy Fine Arts building. 
"Put    on   your   blinders, 
AmeriKKKa," begins the text 
of the banner written by Brian 
Daniel, a junior graphic design 
major. 
Daniel condemns racial 
stereotyping and the acquittal 
of the four Los Angeles police 
officers in the King case on the 
poster, which he signs "A white 
student, GSU." 
"I've seen the video," the 
poster reads. "I've heard the 
call by the jury. I've felt the 
rage of hatred and explosion of 
anger, and I'm no longer my- 
self. I am more aware." 
The poster goes on to state 
feelings of identity with 
African-Americans disturbed 
by the decision. 
"I am a black man from 
within," he says. "I feel what it 
feels like to be judged by the 
categorizing clicks of society. 
"I see how my life is mea- 
sured by those of other color, 
and I know I fall short in their 
eyes." 
Groups of students and fac- 
ulty gathered throughout the 
day to read the sign. Several 
photographed it or copied the 
text. 
Many students agreed with 
the text of the sign. 
SEE RACISM PAGE 8 
No tipping, 
please 
Guy Owens, a senior biology 
major, gets ready to "cruise the 
pond"aspartofaPEclasstaught 
each spring at GSU. (Photo by 
Robert Cooper) 
By Dennis Smith 
Staff Writer 
A GSU student died early 
Tuesday morning after his ve- 
hicle was struck by a Bulloch 
County Sheriffs patrol car 
approximately three miles 
south  of Statesboro  on  Ga 
Route 67. 
The accident, which oc- 
curred shortly after 10 p.m., 
killed James Michael Pearce, 
21, of Brooklet. Pearce was a 
sophomore business major. 
Deputy Willie Edward 
Williams was charged with 
second degree vehicular 
homicide and improper pass- 
ing, in connection with the ac- 
cident, according to the 
Georgia State Patrol. Both 
charges are misdemeanors. 
Pearce's 1988 Toyota Celica 
was turning left on to County 
Road 334 when the 1991 Ford 
LTD, driven by Williams, 
struck it on the driver's side. 
Peace was using his turn 
signal. Both cars were 
traveling southbound. 
"The deputy sheriff was re- 
sponding to a call," said 
Georgia State Trooper Wayne 
Howell. "He was passing two 
vehicles on the wrong side of 
the road when the accident oc- 
curred." 
According     to     Howell, 
Williams had his blue lights 
and siren on at the time of the 
collision. 
Both drivers were trans- 
ported to Bulloch Memorial 
Hospital by the Bulloch County 
EMS. 
According to a spokesperson 
for Bulloch Memorial, Pearce 
was later taken by Lifestar 
helicopter to Memorial Medical 
Center in Savannah where he 
was pronounced dead at 1:19 
a.m. 
"The  cause  of death  was 
massive head and chest in- 
juries," said Bulloch County 
Coroner Bird Hodges. 
Williams was treated at 
Bulloch Memorial and re- 
leased. 
Reports indicate that Pearce 
was not wearing his safety belt 
at the time of the accident. 
Williams was wearing both a 
safety belt and harness. 
Hodges declined to speculate 
on whether or not a safety belt 
may have saved Pearce's life. 
"Statistics show you have a 
better chance wearing them 
than if you don't, but I can't 
say whether it would have 
made a difference in this case," 
Hodges said. 
Pearce was a native of 
Bulloch County. Funeral ser- 
vices were held 11 a.m. 
Thursday morning at Emit 
Grove Church. 
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Friday, May 8 
'Fried Green Tomatoes wil 
be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 
the Union Theater. 
•The Soberfest Conference 
wil be held in the Union Bal- 
room at 8 a.m. 
•The International Coffee 
Hour wil be at 11 a.m. in Uni- 
versity Union room 241. 
Saturday, May 9 
•Fried Green Tomatoes wil 
be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 
the Union Theater. 
Sunday, May 10 
•Bugsy wil be shown in 
the Union Theater at 7 and 
9:30 p.m. The movie wil be 
shown through Monday. 
Admission is $1 with a GSU 
student ID and $2 for general 
admission. 
Monday, May 11 
•There wil be a general 
faculty meeting at 4 p.m. in the 
University Union Theater. 
•Southern Symphony wil 
perform in the Foy Recital 
Hal at 4 p.m. A second per- 
formance wil be done at 8 p.m. 
•Symphony Reception wil 
be held in Foy Galery 303 at 6 
p.m. 
•A Computer Facility 
Workshop on Paradox 3.5 wil 
be held at 3 p.m. in room 105 
in the Henderson Library. 
•Mr. Charles Davis, P.E., 
civil engineer and president of 
C & L Management Service, 
wil give a lecture, "An 
American Engineer in a 
Japanese Environment" at 7 
p.m. in Tech III, room 115. 
Tuesday, May 12 
• Comedienne Judy Gold wil 
entertain in the Union 
Balroom at 8 p.m. 
•Dr. Gerald J. Stine wil 
give a lecture, "Conversation 
on HIV-AIDS," at noon in the 
Foy Recital Hal. The event is 
sponsored by CLEC and the 
Biology Department 
•A planetarium show wil be 
performed at 8 p.m. in the 
Math-Physics-Psychology 
building. The show is free to 
students. 
Thursday, May 14 
•The Coordinated Religious 
Ministries wil hold a carwash 
from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the 
parking lot of St. Matthew's 
Parish, (221 John Paul 
Avenue). Proceeds wil benefit 
Habitat for Humanity. 
Friday, May 15 
•The International Coffee 
Hour wil be held in University 
Union room 241 at 11 a.m. 
GSU ROTC wil hold the 
"Eagle Batalion" awards at 4 
p.m. in the Union Balroom. 
•"Shakespeare at the 
Opera" wil be presented at the 
Foy recital hal at 2 p.m. 
•Hook wil be shown at 7 
and 9:30 p.m.  in the Union 
Theater. 
Saturday, May 16 
•Hook wil be shown at 7 
and 9:30 p.m. in the Union 
Theater. 
•The Student Organization 
Summit wil be held in the 
Union Theater at 8 a.m. 
•"Shakespeare at the 
Opera" wil be presented at 8 
p.m. in the Foy Recital Hal. 
Sunday, May 17 
•The 'Provocative' Mike 
Bailey Talk Show wil air at 5 
p.m. on WVGS 91.9. This 
week's topic wil be paying off 
your credit cards and cals wil 
be taken at 681-5525. 
•The  African   American 
Gospel Choir wil perform in 
the Union Balroom at 6 p.m. 
• The film JFK wil be shown 
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Union 
Theater. 
Monday, May 18 
• JFK wil be shown at 7 and 
9:30 in the Union Theater. 
•There wil be a fashion 
show in the Union Balroom at 
7 p.m. 
•The Miscelany magazine 
wil present an Evening of the 
Arts in Foy Galery 303 at 6 
p.m. 
Tuesday, May 19 
•The Spring Fling wil be 
held under the Union Rotunda 
today. 
GSU Department of Public 
Safety 
•Dalton T. Poole was incor- 
rectly listed as having been 
charged with minor in posses- 
sion. Poole was actually 
charged with no proof of insur- 
ance. The GSU Police 
Department apologizes for any 
inconvenience caused. 
Saturday, May 2 
•Joseph S. Helms was 
charged with driving under the 
influence, reckless driving and 
driving with a suspended li- 
cense. 
Friday, May 1 
•Shawn C. Maclean was 
charged with driving under the 
influence, obstruction of an of- 
ficer and laying a drag. 
• Franklin E. League III was 
charged with driving under the 
influence, weaving on the 
roadway and violation of the 
Georgia Controled Substance 
Act. 
•Henry Walace reported 
someone entered his vehicle in 
the Physical Plant parking lot 
and took a parking permit. 
Kickin it.. 
Freshman C.W. Richmond takes some time out to boot around 
the hacky sack under the Rotunda (Photo by Robert Cooper). 
SCAD students can 
register - with a catch 
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) - 
Officials at the Savannah 
Colege of Art and Design have 
decided the 10 students in- 
volved in the recent campus 
democracy drive can register 
for classes - but there's a 
catch. 
SCAD President Richard 
Rowan informed the students 
in a letter Monday that they 
must sign and notarize an 
agreement that they would be 
dismissed if an investigation 
determines they were involved 
in the recent bombing outside a 
school building. 
Some students caled the ac- 
tion unfair and discriminatory. 
"I just have a hard time rec- 
onciling paying money to a col- 
lege that uses intimidation," 
said graduate student Marissa 
Magaz, who is uncertain she 
wil return to SCAD even if 
she's alowed to register. 
Rowan said immediate dis- 
missal would also await the 
students if they interfere with 
•Donald M. Pitts reported 
someone entered his vehicle on 
Herty Drive and took a parking 
permit. 
•Joan E. Sikes and John T. 
Cook were involved in an acci- 
dent on Forest Drive. 
Thursday, April 30 
•Wiliam R. Murphy, Jr. 
was charged with driving un- 
der the influence and no proof 
of insurance. 
Statesboro Police Department 
Pair busted for pot 
A local couple was charged 
with manufacture of marijuana 
Sunday by Statesboro police 
officers. 
Philip Alsion and Angela 
Dawn Miler of 336 Broad St., 
Apt. 30B, were served with a 
search warrant by officers who 
discovered 20 maryuana plants 
in their apartment, according 
to police reports. 
Tuesday, May 5 
•Pat Chichegler reported 
unknown persons took his li- 
cense plate off of his vehicle in 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Racquetbal tournament to be held 
Aracquetbal tournament wil be held May 21-24 at the GSU 
racquetbal courts. 
Entry fees are as folows: $5 for men's and women's singles 
and $8 per team for doubles. Doubles may be mixed. 
Prizes wil be awarded for 1st through 3rd place. Deadline 
fcr entry is May 18. 
Flyers and entry forms are located on campus and in town. 
Anyone is eligible to participate. 
For more information cal 681-3571. The tournament is 
sponsored by Pi Sigma Epsilon. 
Commissioner Ryles ofers assistance 
Insurance Consumers who experience difficulties with their 
Insurance Company or Agent can receive assistance directly from 
the Georgia Insurance Commissioner's Ofice by contacting the 
Insurance Investigator working in the area. 
An Investigator from Commissioner Ryles' ofice is scheduled 
to be in Statesboro from 9-11:30 a.m. on Friday, May 15, at the 
County Commissioner's Ofice, 115 Main St., Fulton Federal 
Building. 
If you cannot meet with the Investigator during these hours, 
you can write the details of your difficulty to Ryles' ofice at this 
address: Ryles, Commissioner of Insurance, State of Georgia, 2 
Martin Luther King, Jr., Dr., Atlanta, GA 30334. 
colege activities or bar a stu- 
dent or SCAD employee from a 
campus facility. 
"If you wish to re-enrol, you 
first must return this agree- 
ment to my office, signed and 
notarized." Rowan's leter said. 
Rowan did not return a 
phone cal Monday afternoon. 
The 10 students learned 
April 16 they had been barred 
from registration when they 
found the message "do not 
regis(ter)" in their computer 
files. 
At first, students were told 
in a written statement from 
SCAD Executive Vice 
President Nancy Weber they 
would not be alowed to regis- 
ter until an investigation into 
the April 6 explosion on cam- 
pus had been closed. 
No one was hurt in the ex- 
plosion, which did minor dam- 
age to a SCAD door. The blast 
remains under investigation by 
SEE SCAD, PAGE 3 
COLLEGE GRADUATES ONLY! SPECIAL NEW CAR FINANCING 
Now you can buy or lease a new 
Volvo or Subaru of your choice 
from Savannah International Motors, Inc- 
no money down, 60 months term at 10.5% interest, 
no prior credit necessary. Too good to be true? 
Not if you are.,. 
•A graduate (or wil graduate in 3 mos.) 
from a 4 year colege/university; or 
•A graduate school graduate; or 
•A nursing school graduate; and 
Have verifiable proof of employment which 
begins within 90 days of the loan approval. 
•No adverse credit history 
•A monthly income that wil cover living 
expenses and vehicle payment. 
•Up to 3 months before 1st payment. 
For more details on this fantastic opportunity, 
drop by or contact one of our 
Sales Representatives 
at 
SAVANNAH INTERNATIONAL MOTORS, INC. 
8301 White Bluf Road 927-4741 Savannah, Ga. 1-800-673-6410 
I 
LIKED BY MANY, 
CUSSED BY SOME, 
READ BY THEM ALL. 
the Bermuda Run parking lot. 
Monday, May 4 
• Ricky Heap reported some- 
one cut al four tires on his 
1990 Honda Civic in the 
Colony Apartments parking 
lot. The vehicle was also egged 
and keyed on the right side, re- 
sulting in a total of $500 in 
damages. 
Friday, May 1 
•Cynthia Dale reported an 
unknown black male took a 
gold half carat diamond ring 
from her at her Vista View 
apartment. 
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Straight from the heartland out to other hearts 
Student spends her spare time helping AIDS victims learn to live with the disease 
By Kim McGovern 
Guest Writer 
Sitting Indian style on her 
living room couch, sporting a 
tee-shirt and a pair of baggy 
shorts, Jennifer Gant appears 
to be a typical colege student 
and in many ways she is: she 
enjoys socializing with her 
friends, going to the beach and 
taking road trips. One thing 
also makes Jennifer quite 
atypical: she devotes her time 
to support AIDS victims at the 
Statesboro Welness Center as 
a volunteer worker with the 
Amethyst Project. 
The Amethyst Project, with 
its moto "We're Al About 
Living" was started by Jane 
Hil, Senior Human Service 
Provider at Pineland Mental 
Health Center, in conjunction 
with one of the AIDS victims 
atending the Welness Center. 
The project, which was started 
in October of 1991, is designed 
to lend support to AIDS vic- 
Jennifer Gant, a GSU senior majoring in social work, helps AIDS patients. (Special photo.) 
tims and their families and to 
educate the general public 
about the virus. 
Jennifer, a senior at GSU 
majoring in social work, began , 
working with the Amethyst 
Project as wel as Pineland 
Mental Health Center last 
quarter to fulfil her senior in- 
ternship requirement. 
Although her internship is 
complete, she stil remains an 
active volunteer with the pro- 
ject. Her role within the project 
includes facilitating support 
group meetings and providing 
information both to project 
members, felow volunteer 
workers, and professional staff, 
as wel as the general public 
and to participate in educa- 
tional lectures. "Basicaly, my 
duties are to support and rep- 
resent the Amethyst 
Movement," says Jennifer. 
Jennifer's modesty is truly 
refreshing, for what she does is 
quite demanding. Her efforts 
to help also include fundrais- 
ing for the project. 'We receive 
grants periodicaly from the 
government. We also received 
a one-time Ryan White Grant 
of $2,000. Ryan White was a 
little boy who died of AIDS 
several years ago. The money 
is used to pay for emergencies 
like rent problems. It is also 
used as gas money for support 
group members who drive to 
the Welness Center from sur- 
rounding counties. This money 
wil run out in about three 
years, so we have fund-rais- 
ers," she says with a pleasant 
expression on her face. 
Jennifer seems to take al of 
her responsibilities in stride. 
There is no inkling of stress, 
disgust of helplessness lining 
the face of this remarkable 
young woman. Instead, a sense 
of strength radiates from her 
perpetual smile. 
Perhaps it's this strength 
that is the driving force behind 
her ambition to go on and earn 
her master's degree in medical 
social work with an emphasis 
placed on the terminaly il, or 
maybe it's the positive points 
she describes in working with 
AIDS victims. "It's a good 
cause. People are scared of 
people with AIDS and I want 
to clear up the ignorance peo- 
ple have about the virus. I also 
receive a great deal of personal 
gratification- you don't know 
what it's like to have someone 
who hasn't been hugged in 
weeks be grateful to you for 
hugging them because people 
are afraid to touch them," she 
says. 
When questioned about 
whether she fears contracting 
AIDS from members of the 
support group, Jennifer an- 
swers with a quick, "No!" 
Rather than being afraid the 
day of her first support group 
session, she describes herself 
as "excited." 
"At the first support group 
meeting I was excited that the 
patients would even let me in 
and give me the chance to win 
their trust. We cut up laughed, 
talked and had refreshments- 
just like other support groups. 
They're great people," she en- 
thusiastically says, her grin 
widening in pleasant recolec- 
tion. 
She also says many of the 
members appear healthy, but a 
few of the male members ap- 
pear "quite thin." 
With her smile fading she 
divulges the most difficult as- 
pect of her job: "The hardest 
part is knowing that these 
people who look fine one day 
could die within the next few 
years." 
While an alarming number 
of people continue to contract 
the AIDS virus, and an even 
more alarming number of 
young people remain unedu- 
cated about AIDS and unim- 
pressed by its deadly rampage, 
it's comforting to know that 
there are young people out 
there in the world wiling to do 
SEE HEART, PAGE 8 He's back again and this time with plenty of seating room 
By Marly Hays 
GSU News Service 
The last time Dr. Gerald J. 
Stine spoke at GSU about 
AIDS and HIV, the room 
where he was scheduled to give 
the lecture would seat approx- 
imately 85 people. He started 
the lecture 20 minutes late to 
give the 150 plus students who 
attended a chance to find a 
place to sit. 
"It was amazing," Stine 
said. "Students were literaly 
siting at my feet." Needless to 
say, the presentation was a 
success. 
The nationally recognized 
expert on genetics wil return 
to GSU on Tues., May 12 to 
conduct a "Conversation on 
AIDS" to convey information 
he has acquired since his last 
visit. The discussion wil be in 
the Foy Recital Hal at noon. 
Stine was invited as a dele- 
gate on the Human (HIV) and 
AIDS to Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary 
in March of this year. He was 
also invited to visit Moscow 
and other cities of the USSR, 
but declined both invitations 
due to the political turmoil in 
those countries at the time. 
Stine, a professor at the 
University of Florida, says that 
of al his accomplishments, his 
most rewarding experience 
was his visit to China. 
He has recently returned 
from China where he was in- 
vited to exchange knowledge 
with the Chinese Medical 
Association as a delegate to 
the First Sino-American HIV 
Management Symposium. 
"It's amazing that even after 
visiting so many places in the 
US, I could stil be as ignorant 
to a civilization as ancient and 
steeped in culture as China." 
In addition to handling a 
ful teaching load, Stine also 
sponsors a number of Directed 
Independent Study students 
and Senior Seminar students. 
He has also managed to find 
the time to publish four text 
books on genetic research, 
AIDS and other sexually 
transmitted diseases. 
Amazingly enough, Stine 
also has been able to coach 
basketbal and basebal teams 
for kids aged 9 to 11. 
Stine says, "When kids play 
these sports, it instils a sense 
of value for them." 
Stine says he loves kids, and 
they help him feel younger Businessman pays five students' way to colege 
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP) 
- Jeff Adams, a senior at 
Wiliam Chrisman High School 
in Independence, says he wil 
never drink in colege. 
Adams, 18, is one of five re- 
cipients of a ful tuition colege 
scholarship, courtesy of a 
$100,000 gift to the 
Independence school district 
from businessman Phil 
Roberts. 
The scholarship has one cru- 
cial requirement - recipients 
cannot take drugs, drink alco- 
hol or use tobacco. 
"I wanted to plant some 
seeds," Roberts said. "Kids 
have got to have values to re- 
sist the peer pressure." 
Financial incentive appar- 
ently won't hurt, either. 
"I asked Jeff what he would 
do if he were tempted to drink 
in   colege,"   said  Adams's 
mother, Rixie Adams. "He said, 
"Mom, if I know that drink wil 
cost me $2,200, I'm sure not go- 
ing to take it.'" 
Roberts' scholarship gift is 
renewable for four years if the 
students avoid drugs and 
maintain acceptable grade- 
point averages. 
Students do not have to take 
drug tests, but must submit 
three letters of recommenda- 
tion as character references at 
the beginning of each school 
year. 
Roberts said he intends to 
give more money to establish 
an endowment so that five stu- 
dents every year can get the; 
scholarship. 
This year's recipients are 
Adams, Tanya Blevins, Jeremy 
Ethington Kimberly Ranalo 
and Jason Whiting, al high 
school seniors in Independence. 
They were chosen by school- 
officials. Criteria included fi- 
nancial need; academic ability; 
determination; desire to major 
in business, science or mathe- 
matics; and certification by the 
student that he or she does not 
use tobacco, alcohol or drugs. 
Recipients must attend one 
of six state universities near 
Independence: the University 
of Missouri-Kansas City, 
Missouri-Columbia, Southwest 
Missouri State, Central 
Missouri State, Northwest 
Missouri State or Northeast 
Missouri State. 
Course teaches toleration 
ATLANTA (AF) - Sociology 
students at Georgia State 
University are confronting 
their preconceptions about 
sexuality in a course caled 
Gays and Lesbians in Society. 
It is the first class of its kind 
to be taught in the state uni- 
versity system. 
Robert Arrington, acting 
dean of the Colege of Arts and 
Sciences, said the course "is a 
proper subject for sociology." 
He said homosexuality is 
"part of contemporary reality, 
and I think a better under- 
standing of it is desirable." 
The class of 20 heterosexual 
and homosexual students is 
being taught by Jackie Boles, a 
sociology professor who is a 
married 60-year-old grand- 
mother of two. Her assistant is 
Richard Banconi, an openly 
gay psychology graduate. 
"Idealy I want the students 
to examine their own and other 
peoples' views and preconcep- 
tions about gender and sexual 
orientation," Ms. Boles said. 
The course includes role- 
playing sessions, guest speak- 
ers and debates about such is- 
sues as whether it's healthy for 
gays and lesbians to be open 
about their sexual orientation. 
For course credit, students 
can write a research paper, do 
a project such as a question- 
naire and pol, or do 15 hours 
of volunteer work for a gay 
rights or AIDS service organi- 
zation. 
Samuel Tanks Jr., a journal- 
ism major, decided to work for 
Project Open Hand, an organi- 
zation that delivers food to 
shut-in people with AIDS or 
who are HIV-positive. The 
course has changed his views 
about gays, he said. 
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*on accessories only 
when they are in his presence. 
"I just love young people," 
Stine continues. "They help me 
feel more youthful." 
Like Stine's last presenta- 
tion, "Conversation on AIDS 
wil be conducted informaly, 
and he wil remain in the audi- 
torium  for  a  question-and 
-answer session after the pre- 
sentation. 
This event is free to the 
public and sponsored by the 
CLEC and the Department of 
Biology. For more information, 
please contact Leslie Tichich at 
681-5434 or Dr. Daniel Hagan 
at 681-5487. 
SCAD 
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the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms. 
Ms. Magaz also said she was 
concerned about a sentence to- 
ward the end of Rowan's letter 
that seemed to require her to 
promise she would stop caling 
for adoption of a student con- 
stitution and formation of a 
student government at SCAD. 
The sentence reads, "While 
the leadership of the colege 
values inteligent, reasoned in- 
put, persons who choose to re- 
main within the colege con- 
comitantly and implicitly 
commit to cooperate with final 
decisions made by duly-autho- 
rized colege personnel." 
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News Editor 
A powerful statement 
We would like to congratulate GSU student Brian 
Daniel on the powerful statement that he placed on 
the side wall of the Foy building on Monday. 
Students, faculty, staff, and others stopped to read 
the painted banner throughout the week. It certainly 
left a strong impression in our minds, and we believe 
it did the same for others. 
We will not attempt to dissect the obvious message 
conveyed, nor will we attempt to speak for Daniel. 
We think the message speaks for itself and would 
hope that everyone who reads it will remember it. 
It is a message that needs to be remembered — and 
followed. 
Put on your blinders AmeriKKKa: 
I want to believe the eyes of justice are blind 
I want to believe that Americans live freely 
I want to believe that society is functional and 
equality isn't based on the pigment of my skin. 
But, dear God, don't ask me to believe it today. 
Today I don't want to be an American. I don't need 
the help my government offers. I've seen the video. 
I've heard the call by the jury. 
I've felt the rage of hatred and explosion of anger: 
and I'm no longer myself. I am more aware. I am a 
black man from within. I feel what it feels like to be 
judged by the categorizing clicks of society. I see how 
my life is measured by those of other color, and I 
know I fall short in their eyes. 
But I am like you, I have blood that runs red. I 
have a voice, though you seldom hear it. I cry tears of 
water and salt, but you never see. I have eyes that 
see colors, though I wish I was color-blind. I'm hated 
by half a country that doesn't even know my name. 
I'm tired of being noticed but never for my mind. I 
have a lot to offer my country, I have a soul, a reason 
to live, a body that grows, learns, laughs and cries. 
See me here before you, but do not fear me. I am 
black within, but I am like you. 
END RACISM. Brian Daniel (White student, GSU) 
Poorly run SGA election 
just another in a long line 
Heavy is the head that 
wears the crown, especially 
when there is nothing between 
the ears of that head. 
This year's SGA election 
continued a long line of poorly 
run SGA elections. We need 
only look as far back as last 
year's election for another ex- 
ample, when several senatorial 
candidates complained about 
being listed on the back of the 
scan-tron ballots. 
Why the complaint? Most of 
the voters didn't know there 
were any candidates on the 
back of the ballots because 
there were no instructions 
{ given to look on the back. 
This year we have SGA offi- 
cials looking the ballots over 
before they can be submitted. 
So much for privacy. 
So now outgoing president 
Chris Clark is upset with the 
STRONG J?*% 
POINTS   f 
Michael Strong     X 
editorial staff of The George- 
Anne because we called him on 
a bungled election. 
"Despite the work of the offi- 
cers, staff and senators, The 
George-Anne (not an SGA can- 
didate) has, from some lofty 
state, decided that April 23's 
election should be null and 
void," said Clark in a letter to 
the editor. 
The "lofty state" he refers to 
is a well-described position of 
watchdog for the student body. 
SEE SGA, PAGE 7 
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Conduction of the SGA 'elections' was a disgrace 
Dear Editor, 
I applaud you and your staff 
of the George-Anne for your 
continuous pursuit of the truth 
in our recent "elections." 
Through your unwillingness to 
let the matter drop, I hope you 
will rouse at least the eight 
percent of the student body 
who did vote to action. 
The conduct of the election 
officials and the manner in 
which it was held a disgrace. 
The entire SGA is darkened by 
this affair, and I fear it will 
drive away the few students 
who did vote. There were nu- 
merous inconsistencies that 
MUST be addressed, culminat- 
ing in a new election. 
First is the failure of the 
SGA to publicize the election. 
They claimed it was because of 
the holiday. Does SGA not own 
a calendar? Can't they plan a 
major election at least a couple 
of weeks in advance? Surely, if 
they were interested in a fair 
election and a diverse selection 
of candidates, they would have 
better publicized the election. 
This failure to do so implies 
that they were fighting for the 
status quo, i.e. all greek. 
Second is the way in which 
the actual voting process was 
handled, there were simply not 
enough voting booths. Only 
two people were at the booths 
to run through Social Security 
numbers. I am positive SGA 
could have borrowed a com- 
puter or two. I can check my 
MFP [Maximum Flexibility 
Plan] in under thirty seconds 
with my Social Security num- 
ber, why can't they use a simi- 
lar system? 
Third, the candidates them- 
selves cannot escape some 
blame. They failed in their 
duty to the electorate. They did 
not make themselves, the is- 
sues, or their positions on the 
issues known to the student 
body. I even saw some banners 
that urged students to vote for 
sorority or fraternity candi- 
dates strictly on the basis of 
their being Greek. 
However, SGA deserves the 
award for the most under- 
handed election ever held. 
Some Latin American coun- 
tries have better elections. As 
the editor suggests, a new elec- 
tion should be held, not just a 
new vote, but a new election. 
Give the candidates time to 
get out there and meet the stu- 
dents, and then have the elec- 
tion. Voter turnout will go up, 
and the student body will be 
better represented. 
In conclusion, I want to 
thank the George-Anne for 
putting the spotlight on SGA 
and also for some welcome in- 
formation. The paper and the 
eight percent of the student 
body who voted should not rest 
until a new and fair election is 
held. SGA should be leading 
the charge for this, but if they 
aren't, they should be dragged, 
kicking and screaming, into a 
new election. 
Doug Arensman 
SGA does a very good job; editor merely jealous 
Dear Editor, 
This is in reference to your 
May 1 article about the 
Student Government Assoc- 
iation. You, Mr. Witte, say that 
SGA does nothing, well that is 
were you are wrong. The SGA 
certainly does more for the 
student body than your 
editorial staff. They have a real 
job. 
SGA works with the stu- 
dents to try and solve problems 
where as you try to create 
problems. I know when stu- 
dents had a problem with the 
traffic congestion in the 
Landrum parking lot, Chris 
Clark responded to it immedi- 
ately. 
He improved the situation 
by placing an officer at the 
entrance to the Landrum lot to 
direct incoming and outgoing 
traffic. This is just one of the 
many things^ SGA has done for 
students. 
SGA is there to represent 
the students and that is what 
they are doing. As for all of 
this mess with the elections I 
think the job was very well 
done. Do you have a problem 
with the election because it did 
not turn out how you wanted it 
to, or are you just trying to 
bring attention to yourself? Mr. 
Witte I really do not think you 
have the capability to run an 
election. 
I do not see how you can say 
SGA officers are childish when 
you are the one who is acting 
like a petulant child. It is quite 
obvious you can not find any- 
thing good to say about anyone 
so you dig deep for information 
and your only result is in 
childish name-calling because 
you are not good enough to face 
the real facts of how good the 
SGA officers really are. I do 
know what the real problem is, 
you are jealous of them be- 
cause they do a better job of 
working with people than you 
do. 
tions went fine and see no need 
for all of this nonsense. Maybe 
Mr. Witte you should take a 
lesson from the SGA members, 
you might learn something. 
Chris Clark and the rest of   Alecia D. LyleS 
the SGA members give every- 
thing to make GSU the best it 
can possibly be, and for that I 
would like to thank them for a 
job well done. I think the elec- 
Editor's Note: There was no 
reference in either of the May 1 
editorials of SGA doing 
"nothing." 
OP-ED 
The George-Anne 
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King verdict shows injustice of the justice system 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing in response to 
the Rodney King verdict 
handed down [last] Wednesday 
and the consequences it in- 
curred. First of all, I remember 
watching the trial on television 
and thinking to myself that 
there was no way these cops 
would go free. But as it turned 
out, I ended up having to turn 
the channel because the whole 
trial turned into the sickest 
thing I had ever seen. 
The prosecutor could not 
even ask direct questions con- 
cerning the beating which was 
being viewed in the courtroom. 
Instead, he had to state before 
each question, "Hypothetically 
speaking..." and then make 
reference to the video while the 
L.A.P.D. Captain he was ques- 
tioning sat there with a slight 
grin on his face. 
Hypothetical, hell! The video 
showed it all. This whole thing 
really did happen and yet it 
was viewed as if it were a fig- 
ment of one's imagination. 
Then, to say, after watching 
the cops beat this man to a 
pulp, that it was not excessive 
force that was used! What a 
load of total bull-—. [Sic] When 
was the last time someone en- 
countered a man whom it took 
four grown men to control? 
Last time I can recall it was on 
a bad episode of "The 
Incredible Hulk" and jud^'ng 
from the King video, I did not 
notice King turning green and 
bursting through his clothing. 
I'm angry. I'm not advocat- 
ing or condoning the violence 
that has broken out after this, 
but I do understand where this 
anger is coming from. I, too, 
know how it feels from per- 
sonal legal experiences, to have 
such a helpless feeling when 
you know for a fact that an in- 
justice has been done and 
there's nothing you can do 
about it. 
You can only push people so 
far before they break or fight 
back. Yes, many innocent peo- 
ple so far before they break or 
fight back. Yes, many innocent 
people have been hurt, but af- 
ter all, isn't this what precipi- 
tated this whole thing anyway? 
An incident where a young 
man was beaten to a pulp for 
no other reason than that 
someone felt like doing it? 
After all, this situation was 
taken through the proper legal 
channels and look what hap- 
pened! Injustice in the most 
obvious degree. The only dif- 
ference between these rioters 
in this legal situation and me 
in mine was that I did not use 
violence. But that does not 
mean I did not feel like it. I 
just chose another method to 
release my anger. So, I totally 
understand these hostile feel- 
ings and what led to the out- 
break...a feeling of helpless- 
ness. 
I won't even go into the 
racial aspect of this whole 
thing because that could pro- 
duce a novel. I will get into the 
oppression side of it though. I 
am tired of the oppressed per- 
son having to pay for things he 
isn't guilty of, or being pushed 
around for no other reason 
than the fact that he's 
oppressed. By oppressed, I 
mean racially, economically, 
socially, etc. 
It's pretty sick when the law 
enforcement wants to enforce 
laws on others, but yet they 
find themselves exempt from 
abiding by them. Obviously, 
from this case and others 
where innocent people are 
harmed and the guilty go free, 
isn't it time something is done 
to make the laws of this land 
acceptable to everyone? 
I'm not offering the perfect 
solution. I don't know if revi- 
sion is the answer or exactly 
how to go about making the 
necessary changes, but I feel 
strongly that some higher pow- 
ers should devise a solution if 
we don't want this country go- 
ing to hell in a handbasket. 
Also, for George Bush to 
come forward and say he 
"wants to heal these wounds." 
Sorry, president, but these 
ain't no wounds a band-aid nor 
a mild antibiotic will heal. The 
cut runs deep and so do the 
scars throughout this whole 
nation where innocent people 
have been harmed through the 
dominating ones evading the 
laws and letting injustice run 
rampant. How convenient he 
steps up to speak out, and is 
especially eager to offer his 
healing services during elec- 
tion time! 
Lastly, law enforcement 
should uphold the law. 
Granted, they may not become 
rich from this profession, but 
whatever happened to choosing 
a career because you believed 
in its moral obligations and an 
eagerness to pass on knowl- 
edge? Most of the cops these 
days don't seem to care about 
passing on moral actions these 
days, but rather just passing 
the buck. 
Consequently, if some radi- 
cal changes for the better don't 
take place soon, what kind of 
world will this be for our kids 
and future generations? What 
kind of stories will we be tuck- 
ing our kids into bed with in 
the future? 
I can almost assure you it 
won't be "See Dick wave at the 
nice policeman who will help 
him." I'm afraid it will be more 
like, "See Dick haul ass in fear 
before the whole police force 
chases him and mutilates 
him." Doesn't exactly make for 
a pleasant bedtime story or 
sweet dreams, does it? 
Paige Worley 
Communication Arts 
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King verdict was the correct one; rioting is dumb 
Dear Editor, 
The first thing I want to say 
is that the verdict in the Los 
Angeles police/Rodney King 
trial is the right verdict. 
King led police on a long 
high speed chase that reached 
speeds of 80 mph on surface 
streets. When he finally pulled 
over, King was belligerent and 
combative. 
The police felt it was neces- 
sary to use a Taser gun twice 
in an attempt to subdue King. 
The 50,000 volts delivered to 
King twice failed to have a 
lasting effect on him. This led 
police to believe he was on 
drugs. 
Police are trained to deal 
with people that resist arrest 
and the L.A. Police acted ac- 
cordingly. In order to arrest a 
suspect police must use caution 
to prevent their own weapons 
from being used on themselves. 
I believe that the L. A. 
Police acted in the only way 
that they could under the sit- 
uation. Unfortunately no one 
has invented a way to subdue 
violent suspects in a way that 
doesn't risk the safety of police 
officers or cause bodily injury 
to the suspect. 
There is no way that we as 
onlookers of this case can judge 
what is right and what is 
wrong by seeing a few seconds 
of an amateur home video on 
the nightly news. We did not 
see the evidence or hear the 
testimony that the jury heard. 
Also most people have not 
seen the beginning of the video 
which was conveniently left 
out on the news. This first part 
clearly shows King falling after 
being shocked with the Taser 
and then getting back up it 
also shows King running at 
one of the officers. 
The only part of the video 
shown on the news is the end 
where King is on the ground 
trying to get back up. I know 
the jury made the right deci- 
sion based on the evidence pre- 
sented. Who knows maybe the 
verdict would have been differ- 
ent if King had testified his 
side of the story, but he was 
too drunk to remember what 
happened. 
The second point I want to 
make is about the rioting in 
L.A. This is truly the dumbest 
thing I have ever seen. The ri- 
ots don't really have anything 
to do with the verdict. If the 
decision had been guilty they 
probably would have rioted in 
celebration. 
All this rioting really proves 
is how primitive blacks really 
are. They would have used any 
excuse to go out and steal, in 
fact I'm surprised they both- 
ered to use an excuse. This just 
gives them a "good reason" to 
loot, they think they are get- 
ting back at "The Man" by 
stealing from their neighbors. 
No, I find it hard to believe 
that the average L.A. street 
punk even thinks about getting 
back at whites when they are 
looting a store. They're just 
thinking about how they are 
going to carry that T.V., the 
V.C.R. and all those "Kris 
Cross" CD's without having to 
make two trips. There isn't an 
issue here this is just a big 
carnival for them. They get to 
beat up and shoot people and 
burn buildings. 
What young American 
wouldn't jump at the chance to 
get a new stereo and set a 
building on fire. Just imagine 
the fun of dragging helpless 
innocent people out of their 
cars and watching them 
scream and see the terror on 
their faces as you brutally beat 
them out of consciousness. 
Nah, I guess not, it must be 
a black thing. 
This is no longer a protest 
this is a bunch of savages 
burning their own neighbor- 
hood and regressing to the way 
of the jungle. 
What happened to Rodney 
King is not a crime, it is noth- 
ing more than an unfortunate 
result of fighting with police, 
and the same would have hap- 
pened no matter what the na- 
tionality of King. The real 
crime is that most of the people 
involved in the rioting will not 
have to face their actions in a 
court of law. 
If printed I request to re- 
main anonymous. 
I don't really expect to get 
printed in the G-A because I 
think most people are afraid to 
rock the delicate balance. But I 
personally am tired of blacks 
doing what ever they want and 
claiming whites "owe" them for 
making them slaves. 
As far as I'm concerned they 
either shut-up or start swim- 
ming. I didn't use [sic] to be 
racist but things like job quo- 
tas (reverse discrimination) 
and Pell Grants (How cum [sic] 
only minorities get them). I 
think it [is] about time blacks 
got off of welfare and stood on 
their own. 
The U.S. government has 
been carrying blacks on wel- 
fare for four or five generations 
out of guilt. In other words yes 
there are blacks out there that 
have no intention of getting 
jobs because their parents 
didn't work and their grand- 
parents didn't work, we make 
it to easy for them. 
This is the land of opportu- 
nity but the blacks are too lazy 
to take it. AND THAT IS NOT 
A F G [sic] STEREOTYPE! 
There are more black men in 
prison than in college there is 
no excuse for that we hand 
them every opportunity to bet- 
ter themselves Pell Grants, 
United Negro College Fund 
etc. 
Name Withheld by 
Request 
NOW LEASING 
FOR FALL QUARTER 
Are you in the market for the hottest 
spots to live next Fall? 
Look no further... 
College Vue 
Eagles Nest 
Georgia Villa 
Heritage Square 
Southern Villa 
Stadium Walk 
Park Place 
Pinewood Court 
Plantation Villa 
Southern Court 
Stadium Place i>- 
Southern Realty Associates, Inc. 
1800 Chandler Rd. 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
681-3000 
FAX (912) 681-7165 
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Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a 
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K^IX"BfniPSi 
Give yourself a new outlook. 
Dr. Sherri L. Becker 
OPTOMETRIST 
Specializing in 
Adults' and 
Children's 
Eyecare and 
Contact 
Lenses 
Office Hours: 
Mon-Wed 
8:30am-5:30pm 
Thursday 
9:30am-7:00pm 
Friday 
8:30am-3:00pm 
6 Lester Road 
764-5609 
2.3. or 4 Bedrooms 
1.150 to 1.850 
Square Feet 
Large Baths with 
Double Vanities 
Screened Porch or 
Private Patio 
Huge Closets 
Lots of Storage 
Washers/Dryers 
Available 
Ceiling Fans 
LOW POWER 
BILLS 
Why Be 
Cramped? 
EXTRA 
LARGE UNITS 
Traditionally, Our Units 
Have Been A Great Place To Study! 
OFFICE at 21 GREENBRIAR 
Highway 67 South    
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BETWEEN 
THE LINES 
John Munjord 
Clemson swipes two from Eagles 
Catch the fever! 
"Catch the Fever" is Major 
League Baseball's slogan this 
year, and I agree. You see, I 
love baseball. It's America's 
pastime, no matter what any- 
one says. 
Anybody that knows me will 
testify to the fact that I live, 
sleep, eat, drink and breathe 
baseball. It is at the center of 
my existence. 
There are many things that 
attract me to the game. The 
crack of the mitt as the pitcher 
warms up, the resounding 
whack made by solid contact 
between bat and ball. 
I enjoy going to the ballpark, 
two hours before game time, to 
watch batting practice, watch 
the pitchers warm up in the 
bullpen, even get some auto- 
graphs. 
There's a certain cama- 
raderie among those of us who 
show up that early. We all 
have a passion for the game, 
and for myself, no matter what 
kind of foul mood I'm in, I'm at 
peace with myself when I'm 
inside the gates. 
I'm like a kid, wide-eyed and 
ready to have fun. I've got my 
Sharpie marker, my peanuts 
and my glove. 
The glove, I feel, is the most 
important item. It's a really 
sad sight to see some old guy 
go up with his bare hands and 
tip the ball like a volleyball set 
to the next guy behind him. 
With a mitt, not only do you 
insure yourself of a good 
chance of catching a foul ball, 
but you also have some protec- 
tion against such screaming 
line drives as those off the bat 
of Ron Gant. 
If it's a day game, and they 
are the best, you also can't for- 
get the suntan lotion. With all 
the hoopla about cancer and 
other sun-related diseases, you 
don't want to have to worry 
about that at the ballpark. 
And, if you're in Atlanta, no 
trip to Atlanta-Fulton County 
Stadium is complete without a 
pre-game stop at the Varsity. 
Those of you with weak 
stomachs might want to skip 
the chili dogs. They're very 
good, but if you eat too many, 
it'll take a few years off your 
life. While you're there, noth- 
ing will cool you off like a 
Frozen Orange. 
But, back to the ballpark. 
When you enter the gate, have 
your ticket in hand, so as not to 
annoy those fans behind you 
who are anxiously awaiting en- 
try by fumbling through your 
pockets for that valuable piece 
of paper. 
Upon entry, it's every man 
for himself. You can go to the 
bullpen and watch the pitchers 
warm up, talk to the players on 
the sidelines, make fun of the 
opposing team or go get a cold 
beverage. 
But whatever you do, get 
out in the sun. It's an integral 
part of our national pastime. 
The dugout seems to be the 
best place to get autographs, 
but be ready to handle large 
crowds behind you should you 
be lucky enough to get one. 
If the game gets really bor- 
ing, you can try to start the 
wave by yourself, initiate a few 
tomahawk chops, or simply 
make fun of the drunk guy sit- 
ting in front of you. 
Overall, the most important 
thing is to have fun. After all, 
you've most likely paid pretty 
good money for those tickets. 
Add on parking and what- 
ever you spend on food, bever- 
ages and souvenirs, and you 
realize that a trip to the ball- 
park is an expensive, but spe- 
cial experience. 
By John Munford 
Staff Writer 
The GSU baseball team suf- 
fered two crushing defeats to 
the Clemson Tigers, losing by a 
score of 10-2 on Monday and 7- 
1 on Tuesday. 
On Tuesday, Jake Greene 
started on the mound, going 
seven innings, allowing 13 hits 
and six earned runs to the sec- 
ond-ranked Tigers. 
The Tigers' big inning was 
in the third, as Greene retired 
the first two batters, and then 
walked the next two, who 
scored on Shawn Satterfield's 
triple, Satterfield scored im- 
mediately after on Trent 
Hackle's single to give the 
Tigers a commanding 4-0 lead. 
The lead ballooned to seven 
in the eighth when two leadoff 
singles scored, chasing Greene 
out of the ballgame. Reliever 
Clint Fair finished the game 
with a perfect inning of mound 
work. 
The Eagles avoided a 
shutout for the second straight 
night as Chris Petersen opened 
the ninth inning with a walk, 
and he later scored on 
Willando Ficklin's two-out sin- 
gle to right. 
In Monday's game, the 
Tigers' big inning came in the 
sixth, as they sent 11 batters 
to the plate, scoring five runs 
on five hits and three walks to 
give them a 8-0 lead over the 
Eagles. 
They added two to the total 
in the seventh by benefit of a 
leadoff walk to Satterfield and 
consecutive base hits by Kevin 
Northrup and Ted Corbin. 
Starter Jim Carragher 
worked five and one-third in- 
nings, allowing seven earned 
runs on 12 hits before giving 
way to a host a Eagle relievers 
including: Tim Roth, Clint 
Fair, Ron Buffington and fi- 
nally closer Ronald Stanford. 
The Eagles again waited un- 
til the 11th hour to break 
Clemson's shutout. Doug Eder 
launched his fifth homerun of 
the season, followed by Todd 
Greene's double to left. Ficklin 
capped the Eagle rally by hit- 
ting a sacrifice fly to right to 
score Greene. 
Both losses dropped the 
Eagles' record to 29-27 and im- 
proved the Tigers' to 43-10. 
Braves sell tickets 
Right fielder Todd Greene (phoro by Randy Trujilio) 
ATLANTA (AP) - The 
Atlanta Braves passed the 2 
million mark Wednesday in 
ticket sales for their 1992 
games. 
Director of ticket sales Jack 
Tyson said the total includes 
season tickets and advance 
sales. Last season, the 2 mil- 
lion mark wasn't achieved until 
Aug. 24. The club finished 1991 
with 2,334,748 tickets sold. 
After this year's first nine 
home games - through 
Tuesday - the Braves had 
drawn 344,013 fans. The aver- 
age of 38,223 per game was 
second in the National League 
to Los Angeles. 
Lady Eagles exit tourney early 
By Tammy Scroggins 
Staff Writer 
GSU's Lady Eagle softball 
team traveled to Macon this 
past weekend for their TAAC 
Conference Tournament. Upset 
losses to Centenary College 
and Mercer University knocked 
the Lady Eagles out of play in 
the first round. 
GSU's first game against 
Centenary College went 13 in- 
nings losing 5-4, giving the 
Lady Eagles a 0-1 conference 
record. 
The Lady Eagles started off 
the first inning with a line 
drive to right field by Marginia 
Kemp to score Mellisa 
Williams and Heather 
McAdam. 
In the third inning, 
Centenary tallied two runs 
with homeruns. Although both 
teams had several opportuni- 
ties to score, they were unable 
to push any across the plate. 
With a 2-2 tie, play went five 
extra innines. The 12th inning 
gave way to three Centenary 
runs on a homer. 
The Lady Eagles made a 
valiant effort to overtake 
Centenary, with McAdam and 
Amy Barnett scoring on a hit 
by Debbie Hensley. However, 
the final score was a 5-4 loss 
for GSU. 
Kemp and Hensley each had 
one hit. GSU had one error, 
while Centenary made two er- 
rors. Carrie Collins, the 
pitcher for GSU, gave up three 
home runs against Centenary. 
Collins had given up only one 
other homer this year. 
The opponents for the Lady 
Eagles' second game were the 
Mercer Wildcats. The result of 
the game was a 3-2 loss for 
GSU. 
Kemp ripped a line-drive 
triple to right field in the third 
inning and Kim Holden got to 
first with a fielder's choice sin- 
gle, while Kemp scored. 
Hensley made it to first on 
an error by Mercer. With one 
out, Julie Ciezkowski pop-flied 
to right to score Holden. Mary 
Cain ended the inning with a 
pop-fly the shortstop. 
Mercer got one run in the 
fifth inning. 
Kemp scored in the sixth on 
a pop-fly to left field, but 
Mercer disputed the run, 
claiming that Kemp left third 
base early and the umpires 
agreed. 
Mercer gained another run 
due to errors by Michelle 
Amazon and Hensley, making 
the final score 3-2. 
Williams had a pair of hits, 
while Kemp, Ciezkowski and 
Cain each had one. Mercer 
committed one error and GSU 
had three. 
The Lady Eagles ended their 
1991-1992 season with a 21-29 
record. 
When    asked    what    he 
thought about the tournament 
play, Head Coach Bill Spieth 
commented, 'We just didn't hit 
well. The defense was sound, 
the pitching was good and the 
opportunity was there, but if 
you don't hit the ball, you can't 
win. It was typical of the whole 
year." 
Inconsistency seemed to be 
the team's weakness all season 
long. 
"There was inconsistent play 
all year long and inexperience 
was a factor," said Spieth. 'We 
thought if we came out of this 
year with a .500 record, we'd be 
doing well." 
McAdam ended her first 
season at GSU with the top 
batting average, .361. She was 
also named to the 2nd TAAC 
All-Conference Team. 
Holden and Williams also 
had impressive batting aver- 
ages with .301 and .289, re- 
spectively. 
891 
CINEMA 9 
at Statesboro Mall 
Behind the Mall 489-4492 
White Sands R 
Straight Talk 
PG 
Beethoven PG 
Medicine Man PG 
Folk* PG-13 
Cutting Edge PG 
The Babe PG 
Sleepwalkers 
R 
Fern Gulley 
G 
Basic Instinct 
 R  
j,uir.«:iftM"rea 
Final Analysis 
R 
SOUTHSIDE DRIVE IN 681-3557 
STING 
STUDENT INEREST GROUP 
* Work with prospective Georgia Southern 
students at College Fairs and their high 
schools 
* Serve as an ambassador for special 
events for the President of the University 
* Particapate in special projects sponsored 
by the Admissions Office. 
* Travel around the area promoting GSU 
Applications can be picked up in the 
Admissions Office (Rosenwald) 
beginning Monday, April, 27. 
Deadline is May 14. 
When You Talk 
WE LISTEN 
Hawthorne 
and 
Greenbriar 
Distinctive BB1CK Duplexes 
Highway 67 South 681-1166 
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01 •Announcements 
A Service Car Wash to benefit the Boy's 
Home wil be held at Hardee's on May 7-8 
at 1pm. Sponsored by Pi Sigma Epsilon. 
Atention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring 
a raquetbal tournament May 23-24. 
Everyone can play, not restriced to 
students. Smal entry fee. Prizes awarded. 
Cal 681-3671.  
Colege Republicans invite interested 
students and faculty to meet U.S. 
Senatorial Candidate Charles Tanksley on 
Wed., May 13 in Room 241 of the Student 
Union at 8:30pm. 
Early Registration- Summer Quarter, 
May 11-15, 8:40am-4:50pm. Evening 
Studies May 11, 5:00-6:00pm. Fal 
Quarter May 18-27, 8:40am-4:50pm. 
Evening Studies May 18, 5:00-6:00pm. 
Join the Young Democrats Organization 
Meeting May 4,1992 at 5:30 pm. Contact 
Connie Philips at 681-7445. ' 
Mr. Charles Davis, P.E., civil engineer 
and president of C&L Management 
Service, wil give a lecture. "An American 
Engineer in a Japanese Environment," on 
Monday, May 11, 7pm in Tech III, Room 
115. The public is invited. 
The Second Annual Accounting Day wil 
be May 21, 1992 in the Union Balroom. 
Triangle gay and lesbian informal 
discussion group meets 7 p.m. Mondays. 
Cal Counseling Center 681-5541 for 
details. 
Yoga Club meets 5 pm Mondays in 
Rm-244 University Union. Wear loose 
clothing. Beginners welcome. Cal 
681-0226 for details. 
03*Autos for Sale 
1982 Chevy Cavalier Hatch Back. Auto, 
air, tilt wheel, PS, PB, 51,000 miles. $650 
OBO. Cal Tim 681-6886.  
1983 Camaro V6: automatic transmission, 
runs good. Needs body work on front side. 
$1800. Cal 489-3898. 
1984 Honda Civic FM/AM stereo, a/c, 5 
speed. Needs some work. $1500 OBO. Cal 
681-3129 ask for Lisa L. Or leave message. 
1987 Ford Mustang LX Hatchback. 4 
cylinder, 5-speed, PS, PB, A/C, 
Tiltsteering, cruise, AM/FM stereo with 
cassete. Excelent condition. Very clean. 
$3500. Cal Renee at 489-3096.  
1988 Ford Taurus, 4 doors, white, low 
mileage. Cal Sanna 681-8948.  
71 Chevele SS, aluminum rims, 350 
engine, new interior, in good condition. 
$5100. Write D.Carter at LB#11706. 
84 Pontiac Fiero, new black paint, 4 
cylinder, 4 speed. $2,000. Write D. Carter 
atLB# 11706. 
Cal Brad at 681-4203. 
04*Auto Parts, Repair 
Qualified smal engine mechanic (lawn 
mowers, tilers, etc.) wil do repairs at 
your home. Wil beat any price in town. 
Cal Chris at 681-7986. 
05'Business Opportunities 
Earn $500 or more weekly stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: 
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. D18, P.O. 
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 
70727-1779. 
07*Education 
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS GRANTS • LOANS Results Guaranteed 1-800-527-1496 & 
08'Freebies 
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF ONLY: 
YOU can put your own message in this 
space for FREE! 25 words of less, please. 
Drop by the Wms Center, Rm 111, or send 
your classified ad to LB 8001. For free ads 
you MUST include your name and 
Landrum Box number. 
09'Furniture & Appliances 
1 single bed $100,1 color TV $100, 1 
microwave $115. 681-3043. 
10 inch color TV for sale: cable ready and 
practicaly bbrand new. $60 OBO. Cal 
Jeff at 681-6069.  
Entertainment center, dresser, desk, and 
smal dresser for sale. Ask for Mike at 
681-9579.  
For Sale: Matching sofa and chair, $40. 
Blue sofabed, $25. Two endtableB and 
brass lamps, $25. Prices negotiable. Cal 
681-6864. 
11-Help Wanted 
$40,000/yr! Read books and TV Scripts. 
Fil out simple "like/don't like" form. 
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, beach, 
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 
Hour Recording Reveals Details. 
801-379-2925. Copyright # GA12KEB. 
Alaska Summer Employment- fisheries. 
Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation! 
Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male 
or female. For employment program cal 
1-206-545-4155 ext. 312.  
Cruise Ships Now Hiring- Earn 
$2,000+/month + world travel Holiday, 
Summer and Career employment 
available. No experience necessary. For 
employment program cal 1-206-545-4155, 
ext. C593.  
Now Hiring!!! Pool managers, Lifeguards, 
Swim instructors, swim coaches. For 
counties of: Dekalb, Gwinnet, Rockdale 
and Clayton. Salary ranges: 
$l,500-$4,000. Send resumes to: 
Professional Pool Care, Inc. 3390 Old 
Klondike Road Conyers, Georgia 30207 
12*Lost& Found 
FOUND: Calculator in the LRC Men's 
Room, Wed. 4/29. To claim, contact James, 
Landrum Box 9434, or at Blanches 
lam-2pm. __ 
FOUND: One silver key. Possibly house or 
dorm. To claim, contact the GSU Health 
Center, Landrum Box 8043, 681-5641. 
LOST: Blonde, male, shaved, cocker 
spaniel. Cal 764-8818.  
13'Miscelaneous for Sale 
10 speed Huffy mountain bike for sale. $50 
OBO. In good condition. Write LB 15563. 
1991 CBR F2 for sale: Excelent condition, 
one owner, low mileage with many extras. 
35mm Movie Trailers for sale. $2.50. Cal 
681-9341, ask for Bob.  
AKAI Hi-Fi Computer Controled Stereo 
Receiver and Cassete deck with 30 inch 
speakers. Wil sel cheap. Cal Jennifer 
Dixon at 681-2911.   
Blue Trek 1000 bike for sale. Like new. 
U-lock included. Helmet, shoes, and rack 
sold separately. $400 negotiable. Cal 
Jennifer at 681-1889.  
Brand New! Hunter Green Chintz Fabric. 
Up to 15 yards. Wil sel any length. 
$4.25/yard. Must sel. Cal 681-0300. 
For Sale: IBM/PS1 40MG, 2mRAM, VGA 
monitor, mouse, modem, Microsoft, QPro, 
Prodigy, Epson 5000, 24 pin printer, and 
more! $1400 OBO. 764-7821.  
Formal Dress for sale- royal blue, worn 
once, size 5/6. Cal 681-4720, leave 
message.   
Formal dress for sale: royal blue, worn 
once, size 5/6, $50, cal 681-4720, leave 
message.  _^ _ 
Formal dresses $35 each. One floor length, 
mint green, size 9. One tea length, pink, 
size 9. One floor length, lavendar, size 16. 
Cal 587-5079.  
Fuji Mountain Bike. Good condition. 
Asking $185 OBO. Cal 681-9126, ask for 
Trey.  
Gold: 14k 20" Triple Herringbone-$100. 
14k Nugget bracelet-$150. Jay at 
764-2777. Leave message.  
Great Deal: Commodore 64 computer, disk 
drive, color printer, $300 worth of 
software, al excelent condition. 681-7965, 
ask for Kevin or leave message.  
I need to lighten my load before 
graduation- For Sale: desk and chair, 
waterbed, chest of drawers, and centurion 
touring bike. Cheap. Cal Eric at 681-4339. 
IBM Computer. Panasonic printer. Like 
new. 852-5278. 
Limited Edition GSU Message Boards are 
now available. This handsome, quality 
crafted board comes equipped with a large 
wipe board, cork board, mail slot, 
keyholder, brass trim, and choices of stain 
and logos. For more info cal Dave at 
681-0192 11-12 MTThF.  
Neon signs for sale: Budweiser or Miler 
Lite beer signs. $90 for either one. Ask for 
Frank at 681-2434. 
Set of Obrien trick skis. Never been used. 
Asking $180 OBO. 681-9126, ask for Trey. 
Specialized Rockhopper Sport, $250 OBO. 
C02 pressured key taps, $150 OBO. 
Passport Radar Detector, $150 firm. Cal 
681-2617.  
T.V. (black and white, 12") $25 OBO. Bike 
$25 OBO. Three sofas (blue, single) 
$10/one, $25/three OBO. Please cal 
681-7434, after 6pm.   
Trek 1000: 1990 Road Bike, 56cm, red 
/white. Hardly ridden, perfect condition. 
New rear tire. $350 negotiable. Jay at 
764-2777. Leave message. 
Trek 330 18in 12 speed bike. Excelent 
condition. MA 40, carbon-wheels, bought 
for $350, wil sacrifice for $125. Cal 
681-6822 for Erik.  
White Wedding Dress for sale: Never been 
worn, size 8, short sleeves, v-neck and 
back, beautiful bead-work. Cal Alicia at 
764-2106. 
15*Musical 
For Sale: One Bundy Trumpet, like new, 
mint condition, $350 OBO. Cal Sean at 
681-7065, leave message. 
Gibson Epiphone Sheridan Holowbody 
Electric Guitar-$400. Peavey wedge 
amplifier-$350. Both $700. Cal 764-5991. 
Guitars- Fender Stratocaster, great shape, 
$250. Kay electric dread naught, acoustic, 
excelent condition, $200. Both w/ cases. 
James at LB 9434 or at Blanches 
lam-2pm.   
16'Personal 
Atention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring 
a raquetbal tournament May 23-24. 
Everyone can play, not restriced to 
students. Smal entry fee. Prizes awarded. 
Cal 681-3571.  
Beth-1 bet you didn't think you had a Big! 
Wel surprise, you're now in print. See you 
soon! Your Pi Sig Big. 
Joel, Jeff, Terry: You guys are awesome 
neighbors. I'm gonna miss the heck out of 
you guys. I love you al.- Julie 
Lee- Thanks for a wonderful time at 
formal! I had lots of fun. Love Ya, Barbs 
Melissa-1 love you. I'm glad you love me 
too. WUMM. Love Adam. 
Sandra Preston, Melissa Preston, and 
Conrinthia Holimon: Congratulations for 
pledging AKA. You deserve it! Love ya, 
LaTonya Gooden.  
To Rhonda- Happy Anniversary, I love you 
madly.-From your goofy boyfriend  
WONK, WONK, WONK! You sound like 
Charlie Brown's teacher! Happy 1 month 
D.C. Woman. It's been a blast! Always. 
The Energizer Bunny.  
17*Pets & Supplies 
Eleven foot Burmese Python. She's tame 
and gentle, raised since birth. Large cage 
and accessories included. $350. Cal Guy 
at 681-5507, work number, leave message. 
Free to a good home: One year old lab 
puppy. Has shots. Very friendly and 
playful Please leave message at 681-4277 
or drop a note at LB 15856.  
Kitens, adorable, cute, fuzzy, warm, and 
lovable. Need good home. Cal 764-4673. 
Free! Cal Today! Don't wait! That's 
764-4673. ____ 
Large Iguana for sale with lighted and 
heated cage for $150. Cal Mark at 
681-8609.  
Six foot male Burmese Python for sale. 
Large cage and heat rocks included. $250. 
Cal Guy at 681-5507, work number, leave 
message.  
19'Rentals & Real Estate 
2 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath Greenbriar 
Townhouse for rent immediately and for 
Summer Quarter. Rent only $550. Don't 
pass it up. Ask for Stephanie at 681-3526. 
Apartment for rent for Summer Quarter. 2 
bedrooms, 1 bath, includes washer/dryer, 
dishwasher. Very cheap. Stadium Walk. 
Realy nice. Cal Randy at 681-2740. 
Apartment for rent for Summer Quarter. 
Sussex, $100/month, plus phone and 
electric. Ask for Frank at 681-2434.  
Apartment for rent Summer Qtr. Sussex 
Commons #18. Price reduced, renter wil 
have private room. Cal 871-6531 ask for 
Jim, please leave message.  
Apartment for rent: $125 per month plus 
utilities. Park Place 230. Ask for Doug. 
681-9033.  
Available ASAP or Summer Quarter. 
Across from campus. 1 bedroom, fuly 
furnished. $150/$300. If you act now 1st 
month's rent free. Please cal 681-6944,. 
Cheap Rent: Need to sub-lease apartment 
for Summer Quarter. On-Campus. Cal 
681-6684.  
Female needed to sublease Campus 
Courtyard apartment for Summer 
Quarter. Huge fuly furnished upstairs 
bedroom and bath al to yourself. Only 
$215/month and 1/2 utilities. Cal 
681-1948.  
Female needed to sublease large private 
room and bath for summer. Copletely 
furnished. $240/month negotiable. 
Includes cable, water, and power bils. 
Cal 871-6212.  
Female to sublease for Summer Quarter. 
Adorable 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment. 
Fuly furnished, washer/dryer, 
microwave. $125/month (negotiable) + 1/4 
utilities. Cal Julie at 681-2042. 
For Sale: 12x60 mobile home, partialy 
furnished, about five miles from campus 
on HWY 301S. Cal 681-7170 for more info. 
For Sale: 2 bedroom apt. Stadium Walk 
Apts. Cal 681-7482.  
Graduating Senior needs female to 
sub-lease at Bermuda Run for June (1/2), 
July, August. Own room, bathroom, and 
phone line. Contact Michele at 681-7697. 
Look no further. Large 2 bedroom, 1 bath 
apartment close to campus starting 
Summer Quarter. Wil make best deal in 
StateBboro, ask for Brice at 681-7786. 
Males or females needed to sublease 
Summer Quarter. Can lease in Fal if 
desired. Park Place Apartments. Please 
cal 681-3511.  
Need someone to sublease Park Place Apt. 
#158 this summer for $125 a month. Please 
contact Tracy Thornton at 681-4170. 
Needed: Someone to sublease two bedroom 
apartment at Park Place for Summer 
Quarter. For further information contact 
Heather or Carla at 871-6199. Leave a 
message. 
Park Place Apartment for sale: two 
bedroom, two bath. Wil negotiate on a 
washer/dryer. Available Fal 1992. Cal 
681-2459.  
Spacious 1990, 2 bedroom, 2 bath trailer 
for rent, great location, almost on campus. 
Available in June. Cal 871-6590. 
Sublease apartment for Summer Quarter. 
Eagle Gate 225 on South Mulberry Street. 
$400 negotiable. Cal 489-1638 after 4pm. 
Sublease: 1 bedroom apartment with 
laundry room. Great neighbors and quiet. 
Rent is $195 and this includes water. 
Available in June. Cal 764-2299.  
Sublease: Greenbriar two bedroom 
townhouse for Summer only. $500 total for 
Summer Qtr. $150 discount special. Cal 
681-6864.  
Tenants needed to rent 2 bedroom/lbath 
for summer quarter. 1/2 mile from 
campus. $320/month + utilities. 
Negotiable. Cal Keith or Pete at 681-9231 
SGA 
20*Roommates 
1 or 2 roommates needed at Park Place for 
Summer. Own bedroom and bath. Fuly 
furnished. Cal 681-9429. Ask for Dan or 
Michael, leave message. 
1, 2, or 3 females needed for Summer 
Quarter to share 4 bedroom, 3 bath. On 
campus. Only $500 for the Summer. Ask 
for Shaune or Katie at 681-4123. 
Female needed to sublease apt for 
Summer. Campus Courtyard. Fuly 
furnished. $200/month. June rent wil be 
paid. Cal 681-7991. Ask for Nanete. 
Female roommate needed for Summer 
Quarter to share 3 bedroom house w/ two 
other girls. Your room fuly furnished. 
$208/month, 1/3 utilities, we have 
washer/dryer. 24 University Place. Cal 
681-4720, leave message. 
Female roommate needed for Summer 
Quarter to share 3 bedroom house with 2 
other girls. Your room fuly furnished. 
$208/month, 1/3 utilities. We have washer 
and dryer. 24 University Place, cal 
681-4720, leave message. 
Female roommate needed starting Fal 
Quarter. Sussex Commons #22. 
$210/month + 1/4 utilities. Cal Debbie at 
681-1860.  
Female roommate needed Summer Qtr. 2 
bedroom/2 bath, washer/dryer, pool, 
voleybal. $300 for quarter + utilities. 
Eagle's Court. Cal 681-7090 after 6pm. 
Female roommate needed to sublease 
Campus Courtyard Apt. For Summer. 
Share bedroom and bath. Completely 
furnished, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
microwave, garbage disposal, and pool. 
Desparate. Price negotiable. Cal Leslie at 
681-4277.  
Female roommate needed- Pool-side condo 
in Sussex Commons. $215/month. Own 
bedroom, have washer/dryer. Cal Karlin, 
Beverly, or Cynthia at 681-3616.  
Female roommate needed: 3 bedroom 
house across from stadium. For more info 
cal 681-7137.  
Female roommates needed. New fuly 
furnished trailor. Washer/dryer. Smal 
bedroom $225, big bedroom $250 per 
month. Rent includes utilities. Cal 
immediately 871-6633.  
Looking for a place Summer? Female 
needed at Park Place townhouse, rent 
$108 + share of utilities. Cal 681-2551, 
ask for Pam or leave message. 
Male needed to sublease at Stadium Walk 
for Summer. Rent $200 per month + 1/2 
utilties. Fuly furnished, computer. Bobby 
681-1162.  
Male needed to sublease Campus 
Courtyard apartment for Summer 
Quarter. Huge, fuly furnished upstairs 
bedroom and bath. Only $215/month and 
1/2 utilities. Cal 681-2268.  
Male or female roommate needed for Fal. 
Own room and bathroom. Cal 681-7717, 
ask for Keith or Jeff. 
Male roommate needed for Summer 
Quarter at Stadium Walk. $135/month 
plus 1/3 utilities. Apartment furnished. 
Cal Chris at 681-9887. 
Male roommate wanted immediately, own 
room, bath. Basketbal, pool, 
washer/dryer. $215/month. Cal John at 
681-9056 or 876-0249.  
Male roommates needed Spring and 
Summer Quarters. Own or shared 
bathroom/bedroom. Washer/dryer. 
Furnished except bedroom. Poolside. 
Eagle's Court. Price negotiable. Cal Marc 
at 681-6594.  
One male roommate needed for Summer 
Qtr. Own bedroom, own bath at Park 
Place. $199/month. Regularly 
$250/month. Please cal 871-6204.  
Roommate needed for Summer Quarter 
only. Own bedroom, fuly furnished in 
Plantation Vilas, washer/dryer. Cal 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4 
If Clark had bothered to realy 
read the editorial, he might 
have remembered that part of 
it. It's part of our job to do 
things like that. 
According to the list that 
Clark provided, it would seem 
that SGA has accomplished a 
great many things in the past 
year. They have, but one item 
must be corrected: the student 
recreation center. 
Chris, I've got news for you. 
That recreation center was 
coming whether SGA wanted 
to help with it or not. You were 
basicaly along for the ride. 
Take credit for stuff you actu- 
aly initiated and were able to 
see to the end. The list does 
not include that building. 
Now let's move onto political 
correctness. Clark points out — 
very accurately — that the edi- 
torial board is all white. 
However, he ignores the fact 
that we have - and have had - 
numerous award-winning mi- 
nority writers and contribu- 
tors. At the beginning of last 
year, The George-Anne features 
editor was a black female. 
Besides, if Clark and SGA 
want to elect a certain candi- 
date, they have three spots on 
the Media Commitee that 
elects the editorial board. Now 
al they need to do is start at- 
tending the meetings and have 
their vote count. Their atten- 
dance record is terrible. 
Now on to Clark's personal 
note — the charge of libel. If 
you don't know what libel is, 
don't threaten us with it. After 
reading your unedited letter 
and al 17 of its speling mis- 
takes (which we corrected) and 
numerous grammatical mis- 
takes (which we left in at your 
request), don't ever complain to 
us about questioning your pro- 
fessionalism again. 
If you have writen leters to 
any other organizations that 
681-7886 ask for Tricia or Misty or leave a 
message. 
Roommate needed in Southern Vilas #62. 
Only $102.50 per month and 1/3 of 
utilities. Nice pool and deck. For Summer 
Quarter and on. Cal Rip at 681-3661, 
leave message. 
Roommate needed- Beautiful mobile 
home. Own bedroom $175 monthly, 10 
month lease only. 1/4 utilities. Female. 
Water paid. Cal Melissa- Senior at Gsu. 
764-3176.  
Roommate needed: Male, summer, 
$150/month, 1/2 utilities. Cal Russ at 
489-2039 or LB 17824. 
21'Services 
Daily announcement of Intramurals 
available on CR/I Hotline at 681-5261. 
Excelent typing done! Only 75f! a page. 
Laser printing. The ultimate typing 
expereince. Cal 764-7225 and ask for 
Elmer. 
PREGNANT? 
Parent and Child Adoption Services Can 
Help. Free counseling, medical and 
housing assistance available. Cal Colect 
(912)238-2777. 
look like the one you turned in 
to us, you should be flogged for 
embarrassing yourself, SGA 
and the students and faculty of 
this university. I can honestly 
say that your letter is one of 
the worst I've seen come into 
this ofice in three years. 
As far as last year's editorial 
decision to support another 
candidate, if you think that 
was the main reason you were 
elected was then you need to 
get some self-esteem. 
I can't put this any simpler 
(which is probably good). You 
MOVIES 
goofed, you got caught, and you 
blamed somebody else for 
catching you. 
Instead of whining about us, 
you should've said "You're 
right, we should have another 
election." If we couldn't afford 
another election1, then you 
should've said 'You're right, we 
botched the election, but we 
can't afford another one." 
And Chris, we didn't write 
the story about the talking 
swan —The Eagle did. It's a 
said state of affairs when the 
SGA president doesn't know 
the difference between the 
newspaper he and SGA vote to 
fund and the one that is spon- 
sored by someone else. 
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B&G FACTORY DIRECT • B & G FACTORY DIRECT • 
Companies thatpi energy wil eedyours. 
Your opportunity for a career in 
the vital energy industry wil be 
greater if you are trained in one 
or more of these fields: Engi- 
neering, Accounting, Geology, 
Marketing, Management, 
Computer Science, Business 
Administration. 
Earn your degree. 
Then you may qualify 
for a rewarding fu- 
ture in the energy 
industry. 
Atlanta Gas Light Company 
Georgia Natural Gas Company - Savannah Gas Company 
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OUTLAND RACISM CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
"Its a stroner messaee. esoe- 
aenxmpwmwnHe cmFOf^r OF ocp-msHiom? 
daily coming from a white per- 
son," said Michele Waddel, a 
freshman communication arts 
major. "It realy makes people 
stop and think." 
Several black students on 
hand agreed. 
'The fact he put down he's a 
white student shows there are 
some white people outraged 
about the decision, not just 
black people," said Roderick 
Evans, a freshman education 
major. 
"Its reassuring that there 
are some white people who 
aren't closet racists, who see 
what's right and wrong and 
want to do something about it," 
freshman design major Carlton 
Dickerson added. 
Journalism instructor Ernie 
Wyat  agreed with the senti- 
ment of the sign, but felt it was 
"an overstatement" at certain 
points. 
"Its unjustified to lump al of 
America into 'AmeriKKKa,' " 
said Wyat, who mentioned he 
had not spoken with any white 
people who agreed with the 
King verdict. 
HEART 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 
what they can to help control 
the spread of AIDS, encourage 
its victims to fight the virus, 
and through positive attitudes 
and kindness give them hope 
for tomorrow. 
"Seeing people with AIDS go 
from being angry and hurt to 
finding reasons to live is the 
best reward there is," she 
states with total conviction. 
Perhaps people like Jennifer 
Gant are some of those rea- 
sons. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7 
TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on campus. 
See Peggy 116 South Bldg., cal 681-5586 
or 681-6520. Quick service (usualy 
overnight), very good rates 
TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Cal Jean 
852-5405    
TYPING - Reasonable rate. Resumes, 
term papers, etc. Leter quality or Dot 
Matrix printers. Cal Brenda, 681- 5301, 
or drop by Carrol, Rm 86 
University Typing Svc - Word proc. for 
faculty & students. Term papers to books. 
Editing included. Leter quality printing. 
Majorie Bel, Ed.D. 681-3716 
22«Sports& Stuf 23'Stereo & Sound 
Atention: Pi Sigma Epsilon is sponsoring 
a raquetbal tournament May 23-24. 
Everyone can play, not restriced to 
students. Smal entry fee. Prizes awarded. 
Cal 681-3571. 
Open Bass Tournament: May 22-23. Entry 
fee is $40 per two-man team. For entries 
cal Camile at 489-8805 or Todd at 
764-2228. 
Best deal in the 'Boro. DBX 3BX Range 
Expander. Upgrade your current stereo 
system. Excelent condition. Only $200. 
Cal Brett after 6pm 1-884-7550.  
For Sale: 2 MTX Blue Thunder 12", 100 
wat precision power Amp, 2 MTX plate 
speakers. $350/negotiable. Cal 681-7482. 
27'Wanted 
Wanted to buy- Used go-cart in good 
condition. Cal 681-7356 after 4:30pm. 
si 
Si Si 
IBBiliM^  ^
Monday - Friday 
3-6 
^M^ t^L B^ STIF" Saturday - Sunday 
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Touunhou/e/ 
Two-story Living Centraly Located 
■
Only 10 
two-bedroom units 
r remaining 
• central heat and air 
• dishwasher 
• ice maker 
• washer I dryer on premises 
• $400 per month 
Behind Holiday Inn on S. Main • For More Info. Cal Bil at 489-2900 
Chandler Square.. 
(Experience ^he ^diference! 
FEATURING: 
• 4 Bedrooms 
• 2 & 3 Baths 
• Washer/dryer 
f_  <• Decks and patios 
UN. Pool 
• Voleybal, basketbal 
• Townhouses & flats 
NOW 
LEASING! 
CHANDLER (SQUARE 
APARTMENTS 
Come by & tour our model unit... or cal 681-6765 
Located next to Paulson Stadium. 
